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Being and Oil - Chad A. Haag 2019-04-16
In the first ever book-length manifesto of Peak
hybridity-and-mimicry-the-location-of-culture-and

Oil Philosophy, Chad Haag argues that the
transition to Fossil Fuel Modernity replaced the
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herds of megafauna of the Hunter Gatherer
Worldview and the cyclically-harvested grain of
the Agrarian Worldview with a single immensely
powerful but quickly vanishing substance: oil.
Everything we do is a euphemism for burning
vast amounts of fossil fuels. Haag provides an
original hierarchy of transcendental standards of
meaning to reveal the extent to which our
mythologies, systems, counter sense objects, and
deep memes are just so many incomplete
revelations of our Phenomenological awareness
of petroleum. But as the globe already hit Peak
Oil in 2005 and has been on the downward slope
of depletion ever since, these higher order
meanings have begun to collapse into falsity.
Oil's peculiar role in sustaining systems of
meaning precisely through imposing a hard
physical limit to existence therefore requires a
novel Ontology of Limitation. Haag reawakens
the Heideggerian quest for Being by suggesting
that even the subject itself must be understood
as a limitation sustained through the limitation
hybridity-and-mimicry-the-location-of-culture-and

of, in our era, fossil fuels. Haag introduces a new
table of 15 modes of truth to explicate how Peak
Oil defies a simple binary of truth and falsity,
given that even truth under Fossil Fuels is just a
euphemism for oil's presence. Combining the
Peak Oil insights of John Michael Greer and the
anti-technological theories of Ted Kaczynski with
the philosophical rigor of Heidegger, Aristotle,
Zizek, Plato, Husserl, Descartes, and Jordan
Peterson, Haag crafts a truly unique response to
the challenge of joining Peak Oil and Philosophy.
The Prophet's Hair - Salman Rushdie
2016-05-02
A Vintage Shorts “Short Story Month” Selection
Secular moneylender and manic collector of
treasures, Hashim lives a life of gentle honor
until he discovers, washed up to his private
quay, a great relic: a silver pendant bearing a
strand of the Prophet’s hair. From one of the
most controversial novelists of the last century,
world-renowned master of invention and allusion
Salman Rushdie, “The Prophet’s Hair” vibrates
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with fantastical promise, smashing together
cultures and worlds, fantasy with reality, into
breathless and lush allegorical fable. Selected
from Rushdie’s collection of nine enchanting
short stories, East West. An ebook short.
My Children! My Africa! (TCG Edition) Athol Fugard 1993-01-01
The search for a means to an end to apartheid
erupts into conflict between a black township
youth and his "old-fashioned" black teacher.
The Location of Culture - Homi K. Bhabha 2004
Using concepts such as mimicry, interstice,
hybridity and liminality to argue that cultural
production is always at its most prolific when it
is ambivalent, the author proposes ideas for
rethinking identity, social agency and national
affiliation.
The Enigma of Arrival - V. S. Naipaul
2011-04-20
The story of a writer's singular journey—from
one place to another, from the British colony of
Trinidad to the ancient countryside of England,
hybridity-and-mimicry-the-location-of-culture-and

and from one state of mind to another—this is
perhaps Naipaul's most autobiographical work.
Yet it is also woven through with remarkable
invention to make it a rich and complex novel.
Foe - J. M. Coetzee 2017-02-07
With the same electrical intensity of language
and insight that he brought to Waiting for the
Barbarians, J.M. Coetzee reinvents the story of
Robinson Crusoe—and in so doing, directs our
attention to the seduction and tyranny of
storytelling itself. J.M. Coetzee's latest novel,
The Schooldays of Jesus, is now available from
Viking. Late Essays: 2006-2016 will be available
January 2018. In 1720 the eminent man of
letters Daniel Foe is approached by Susan
Barton, lately a castaway on a desert island. She
wants him to tell her story, and that of the
enigmatic man who has become her rescuer,
companion, master and sometimes lover: Cruso.
Cruso is dead, and his manservant, Friday, is
incapable of speech. As she tries to relate the
truth about him, the ambitious Barton cannot
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help turning Cruso into her invention. For as
narrated by Foe—as by Coetzee himself—the
stories we thought we knew acquire depths that
are at once treacherous, elegant, and
unexpectedly moving.
Questioning Hybridity, Postcolonialism and
Globalization - A. Acheraïou 2011-05-17
AcheraIou analyzes hybridity using a theoretical,
empirical approach that reorients debates on
métissage and the 'Third Space', arguing for the
decolonization of postcolonialism. Hybridity is
examined in the light of globalization, indicating
how postcolonial discourse could become a
counter-hegemonic ethics of resistance to global
neoliberal doxa.
Homi K. Bhabha - David Huddart 2006-03-27
Homi K. Bhabha is one of the most highly
renowned figures in contemporary post-colonial
studies. This volume explores his writings and
their influence on postcolonial theory,
introducing in clear and accessible language the
key concepts of his work, such as 'ambivalence',
hybridity-and-mimicry-the-location-of-culture-and

'mimicry', 'hybridity' and 'translation'. David
Huddart draws on a range of contexts, including
art history, contemporary cinema and canonical
texts in order to illustrate the practical
application of Bhabha's theories. This
introductory guidebook is ideal for all students
working in the fields of literary, cultural and
postcolonial theory.
The Location of Culture - Homi K. Bhabha
2012-10-12
Rethinking questions of identity, social agency
and national affiliation, Bhabha provides a
working, if controversial, theory of cultural
hybridity - one that goes far beyond previous
attempts by others. In The Location of Culture,
he uses concepts such as mimicry, interstice,
hybridity, and liminality to argue that cultural
production is always most productive where it is
most ambivalent. Speaking in a voice that
combines intellectual ease with the belief that
theory itself can contribute to practical political
change, Bhabha has become one of the leading
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post-colonial theorists of this era.
Cultural Hybridity - Peter Burke 2013-08-05
The period in which we live is marked by
increasingly frequent and intense cultural
encounters of all kinds. However we react to it,
the global trend towards mixing or hybridization
is impossible to miss, from curry and chips –
recently voted the favourite dish in Britain – to
Thai saunas, Zen Judaism, Nigerian Kung Fu,
‘Bollywood’ films or salsa or reggae music. Some
people celebrate these phenomena, whilst others
fear or condemn them. No wonder, then, that
theorists such as Homi Bhabha, Stuart Hall, Paul
Gilroy, and Ien Ang, have engaged with hybridity
in their work and sought to untangle these
complex events and reactions; or that a variety
of disciplines now devote increasing attention to
the works of these theorists and to the processes
of cultural encounter, contact, interaction,
exchange and hybridization. In this concise
book, leading historian Peter Burke considers
these fascinating and contested phenomena,
hybridity-and-mimicry-the-location-of-culture-and

ranging over theories, practices, processes and
events in a manner that is as wide-ranging and
vibrant as the topic at hand.
The Blood Knot - Athol Fugard 1992
A play about two brothers who lose themselves
in illusory hopes and dreams. Naive optimism
and self-delusion finally give way to selfreflection and consciousness, and the brothers
abandon their role-playing and embrace their
brotherhood.
Hybrid Identities - 2008-09-30
Combining theoretical and empirical analysis,
this book presents the emerging theoretical
work analyzing hybrid identities while also
illustrating the application of these theories in
empirical research. Types of hybrid identities
explored include: transnational, double
consciousness, gender, diaspora, the third
space, and the internal colony.
Tracks - Louise Erdrich 1994
This tale of dispossessed American Indians tells
how Fleur Pillager, twice drowns in Lake
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Matchimanito and returns to life to bedevil her
enemies, using the strength of the black
underwaters. The other novels in this saga are
Love Medicine, The Beet Queen and The Bingo
Palace.
Miss New India - Bharati Mukherjee 2011
Taken under the wing of an expat teacher for
her ambition and talent, Anjali Bose hopes to
escape unfavorable prospects and falls in with a
crowd of young people in Bangalore, where she
endeavors to confront her past and reinvent
herself. By the National Book Critics Circle
Award-winning author of India: In Word and
Image. 25,000 first printing.
Encyclopedia of Critical Psychology - Thomas
Teo 2014-01-31
Encyclopedia of Critical Psychology is a
comprehensive reference work and is the first
reference work in English that comprehensively
looks at psychological topics from critical as well
as international points of view. Thus, it will
appeal to all committed to a critical approach
hybridity-and-mimicry-the-location-of-culture-and

across the Encyclopedia of Critical Psychology,
for alternative analyses of psychological events,
processes, and practices. The Encyclopedia of
Critical Psychology provides commentary from
expert critical psychologists from around the
globe who will compose the entries. The
Encyclopedia of Critical Psychology will feature
approximately 1,000 invited entries, organized in
an easy to use A-Z format. The encyclopedia will
be compiled under the direction of the editor
who has published widely in the field of critical
psychology and due to his international
involvements is knowledgeable about the status
of critical psychology around the world. The
expert contributors will summarize current
critical-psychological knowledge and discuss
significant topics from a global perspective.
Reconstructing Hybridity - Joel Kuortti
2007-01
This interdisciplinary collection of critical
articles seeks to reassess the concept of
hybridity and its relevance to post-colonial
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theory and literature. The challenging articles
written by internationally acclaimed scholars
discuss the usefulness of the term in relation to
such questions as citizenship, whiteness studies
and transnational identity politics. In addition to
developing theories of hybridity, the articles in
this volume deal with the role of hybridity in a
variety of literary and cultural phenomena in
geographical settings ranging from the Pacific to
native North America. The collection pays
particular attention to questions of hybridity,
migrancy and diaspora.
Hannah is My Name - Belle Yang 2004
A young Chinese girl and her parents immigrate
to the United States and try their best to
assimilate into their San Francisco neighborhood
while anxiously awaiting the arrival of their
green cards.
My son the fanatic - Hanif Kureishi
Possible Worlds in Literary Theory - Ruth
Ronen 1994-05-26
hybridity-and-mimicry-the-location-of-culture-and

The philosophical concept of 'possible worlds'
used to explain theoretical problems of
fictionality and narrativity.
Pilgrims Musa and Sheri in the New World Yussef El Guindi 2015-05-15
Anyone who has ever looked for love know the
dilemma. Do you make a safe, sensible match?
Or take a risk on an exciting someone who
might—just might—be the One Great Romance
of your life? Musa, an Egyptian immigrant, and
Sheri, a very quirky Caucasian waitress, must
negotiate the twists and turns of not only love
but cultural expectations in this charming
romantic comedy with a delightful twist.
Season of Migration to the North - 1991
Almost English - Charlotte Mendelson
2013-09-01
Shortlisted for the Booker Prize 2013 Home is a
foreign country: they do things differently there.
In a tiny flat in West London, sixteen-year-old
Marina lives with her emotionally delicate
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mother, Laura, and three ancient Hungarian
relatives. Imprisoned by her family's crushing
expectations and their fierce unEnglish pride, by
their strange traditions and stranger foods, she
knows she must escape. But the place she runs
to makes her feel even more of an outsider. At
Combe Abbey, a traditional English public school
for which her family have sacrificed everything,
she realises she has made a terrible mistake.
She is the awkward half-foreign girl who doesn't
know how to fit in, flirt or even be. And as a
semi-Hungarian Londoner, who is she? In the
meantime, her mother Laura, an alien in this
strange universe, has her own painful secrets to
deal with, especially the return of the last man
she'd expect back in her life. She isn't noticing
that, at Combe Abbey, things are starting to go
terribly wrong.
Signs Taken for Wonders - Franco Moretti
2005
A compelling analysis of the relations between
high and mass culture, from tragedy and horror
hybridity-and-mimicry-the-location-of-culture-and

to detective fiction and classical realism.
The Basic Writings of Bertrand Russell Bertrand Russell 2009-03-04
Featuring seminal work in the philosophies of
mathematics and language, this comprehensive
and assiduously edited collection also makes
available his provocative and controversial views
on religion and international relations.
Exploring Translation Theories - Anthony
Pym 2017-11-27
Exploring Translation Theories presents a
comprehensive analysis of the core
contemporary paradigms of Western translation
theory. The book covers theories of equivalence,
purpose, description, uncertainty, localization,
and cultural translation. This second edition
adds coverage on new translation technologies,
volunteer translators, non-lineal logic,
mediation, Asian languages, and research on
translators’ cognitive processes. Readers are
encouraged to explore the various theories and
consider their strengths, weaknesses, and
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implications for translation practice. The book
concludes with a survey of the way translation is
used as a model in postmodern cultural studies
and sociologies, extending its scope beyond
traditional Western notions. Features in each
chapter include: An introduction outlining the
main points, key concepts and illustrative
examples. Examples drawn from a range of
languages, although knowledge of no language
other than English is assumed. Discussion points
and suggested classroom activities. A chapter
summary. This comprehensive and engaging
book is ideal both for self-study and as a
textbook for Translation theory courses within
Translation Studies, Comparative Literature and
Applied Linguistics.
Hybridity, OR the Cultural Logic of Globalization
- Kraidy 2007-09
Exploring Cultural Identities in Jean Rhys’
Fiction - Cristina-Georgiana Voicu 2014-10-02
Using a theoretical approach and a critical
hybridity-and-mimicry-the-location-of-culture-and

summary, combining the perspectives in the
postcolonial theory, psychoanalysis and
narratology with the tools of hermeneutics and
deconstruction, this book argues that Jean
Rhys’s work can be subsumed under a poetics of
cultural identity and hybridity. It also
demonstrates the validity of the concept of
hybridization as the expression of identity
formation; the cultural boundaries variability;
the opposition self-otherness, authenticityfiction, trans-textuality; and the relevance of an
integrated approach to multiple cultural
identities as an encountering and negotiation
space between writer, reader and work. The
complexity of ontological and epistemological
representation involves an interdisciplinary
approach that blends a literary interpretive
approach to social, anthropological, cultural and
historical perspectives. The book concludes that
in the author’s fictional universe, cultural
identity is represented as a general human
experience that transcends the specific
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conditionalities of geographical contexts, history
and culture. The construction of identity by Jean
Rhys is represented by the dichotomy of
marginal identity and the identification with a
human ideal designed either by the hegemonic
discourse or metropolitan culture or by the
dominant ideology. The identification with a
pattern of cultural authenticity, of racial, ethnic,
or national purism is presented as a purely
destructive cultural projection, leading to the
creation of a static universe in opposition to the
diversity of human feelings and aspirations. Jean
Rhys’s fictional discourse lies between “the
anxiety of authorship” and “the anxiety of
influence” and shows the postcolonial era of
uprooting and migration in which the national
ownership diluted the image of a “home”
ambiguous located at the boundary between a
myth of origins and a myth of becoming. The
relationship between the individual and sociocultural space is thus shaped in a dual hybrid
position.

Liminality, Mimicry, Hybridity and Ambivalent in
Literary Speculations of Homi K. Bhabha - Valiur
Rahaman 2010
Research Paper (postgraduate) from the year
2010 in the subject English - History of
Literature, Eras, Lovely Professional University,
Punjab, course: English Literature & Literary
Theory, language: English, abstract: Objective of
this paper is to discuss how culture of a nation
gets formed strongly and how it affects
literature of that very nation. Homi Bhabha's
Location of Culture is found sufficient example
of thinking culture as epesteme of mimicry,
liminality and hybridity of its ur-culture. The
proposed paper elucidates and illustrates ideas
of Homi K Bhabha, he has given in Location of
Culture.
Orientalism and Literature - Geoffrey P. Nash
2019-11-14
Orientalism and Literature discusses a key
critical concept in literary studies and how it
assists our reading of literature. It reviews the

hybridity-and-mimicry-the-location-of-culture-and
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concept's evolution: how it has been explored,
imagined and narrated in literature. Part I
considers Orientalism's origins and its
geographical and multidisciplinary scope, then
considers the major genres and trends
Orientalism inspired in the literary-critical field
such as the eighteenth-century Oriental tale,
reading the Bible, and Victorian Oriental fiction.
Part II recaptures specific aspects of Edward
Said's Orientalism: the multidisciplinary contexts
and scholarly discussions it has inspired (such as
colonial discourse, race, resistance, feminism
and travel writing). Part III deliberates upon
recent and possible future applications of
Orientalism, probing its currency and
effectiveness in the twenty-first century, the role
it has played and continues to play in the
operation of power, and how in new forms, neoOrientalism and Islamophobia, it feeds into
various genres, from migrant writing to
journalism.
The Elements of Library Research - Mary W.

George 2008-08-11
To do solid academic research, college students
need to look beyond the computer search
engine. This short, practical book introduces
students to the important components of the
information-seeking process. The Elements of
Library Research provides a foundation for
success in any research assignment, from a
freshman paper to a senior thesis. Unlike guides
that describe the research process but do not
explain its logic, this book focuses entirely on
basic concepts, strategies, tools, and tactics for
research--in both electronic and print formats.
Drawing on decades of experience with
undergraduates, reference librarian Mary
George arms students with the critical thinking
skills and procedures they need to approach any
academic project with confidence. Ways to turn
a topic into a research question Techniques for
effective online searches How to evaluate
primary and secondary sources When and how
to confer with reference librarians and faculty

hybridity-and-mimicry-the-location-of-culture-and
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How to avoid plagiarism Glossary of key terms,
from Boolean search to peer review Checklists,
timelines, and hints for successful research
projects
Colonial Desire - Robert J. C. Young
2005-08-05
The language of contemporary cultural theory
shows remarkable similarities with the patterns
of thought which characterised Victorian racial
theory. Far from being marked by a separation
from the racialised thinking of the past, Colonial
Desire shows we are operating in complicity
with historical ways of viewing 'the other', both
sexually and racially. Colonial Desire is a
controversial and bracing study of the history of
Englishness and 'culture'. Robert Young argues
that the theories advanced today about postcolonialism and ethnicity are disturbingly close
to the colonial discourse of the nineteenth
century. 'Englishness', Young argues, has been
less fixed and stable than uncertain, fissured
with difference and a desire for otherness.

The Issue of Hybridity in "The Buddha of
Suburbia" - Daniel Jung 2020-02-26
Seminar paper from the year 2019 in the subject
English Language and Literature Studies Literature, grade: 2,0, University of Cologne
(Englisches Seminar I), course: Stories of
Migration, language: English, abstract: This
paper examines how Kureishi depicts the matter
of growing up in a (Western) society having a
multicultural background in his novel "The
Buddha of Suburbia". The analysis will focus on
the main character of Karim. The method of
practical criticism will be applied and
furthermore the author will rely on pertinent
secondary literature. Based on selected motives
and scenes concerning the protagonist, it will be
explored how the novelist broaches the issue of
hybridity in his story. Therefore, it will be
refered to relevant postcolonial theories dealing
with the subject of colonization and identity. The
theorists to be mainly drawn on will be Homi K.
Bhabha, Edward Said, and Stuart Hall. To fully
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understand Kureishi‘s main figure it is crucial to
consider England‘s historical background in the
1970s. Set in times of change and immigration
the novel requires to take these then tense social
conditions into account. Hence, the following
lead questions will guide this analysis: How and
where does Kureishi show the issue of hybridity
through his main character Karim? By merely
reading the books ́ title, one gets a sense of the
novel ́s main theme. The connotation of each of
the two subjects already creates an atmosphere
of two different and yet cohesive aspects. While
Buddha (from a European point of view) stands
for something being far away, strange, exotic,
the term suburbia reminds of something that is
around the corner, familiar, comforting. Thus,
already the title hints at one of the main themes
The Buddha of Suburbia deals with. It is a
subject the Western world is heavily confronted
with these days: Who am I? Where do I come
from? And followed by the inevitable subsequent
question: Where do I belong? Obviously, this

question is mainly asked by people with at least
two cultural backgrounds. In 1990 Hanif
Kureishi looked into this subject in his
aforementioned novel. Born in 1954 in London,
the author himself grew up as son of an English
mother and a Pakistani father.
An Analysis of Homi K. Bhabha's The
Location of Culture - Stephen Fay 2017-07-05
Homi K. Bhabha’s 1994 The Location of Culture
is one of the founding texts of the branch of
literary theory called postcolonialism. While
postcolonialism has many strands, at its heart
lies the question of interpreting and
understanding encounters between the western
colonial powers and the nations across the globe
that they colonized. Colonization was not just an
economic, military or political process, but one
that radically affected culture and identity
across the world. It is a field in which
interpretation comes to the fore, and much of its
force depends on addressing the complex legacy
of colonial encounters by careful, sustained
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attention to the meaning of the traces that they
left on colonized cultures. What Bhabha’s
writing, like so much postcolonial thought,
shows is that the arts of clarification and
definition that underpin good interpretation are
rarely the same as simplification. Indeed, good
interpretative clarification is often about
pointing out and dividing the different kinds of
complexity at play in a single process or term.
For Bhabha, the object is identity itself, as
expressed in the ideas colonial powers had about
themselves. In his interpretation, what at first
seems to be the coherent set of ideas behind
colonialism soon breaks down into a complex
mass of shifting stances – yielding something
much closer to postcolonial thought than a first
glance at his sometimes dauntingly complex
suggests.
The Reluctant Fundamentalist - Mohsin
Hamid 2009-06-05
From the author of the award-winning Moth
Smoke comes a perspective on love, prejudice,

and the war on terror that has never been seen
in North American literature. At a café table in
Lahore, a bearded Pakistani man converses with
a suspicious, and possibly armed, American
stranger. As dusk deepens to night, he begins
the tale that has brought them to this fateful
meeting. . . Changez is living an immigrant’s
dream of America. At the top of his class at
Princeton, he is snapped up by Underwood
Samson, an elite firm that specializes in the
“valuation” of companies ripe for acquisition. He
thrives on the energy of New York and the
intensity of his work, and his infatuation with
regal Erica promises entrée into Manhattan
society at the same exalted level once occupied
by his own family back in Lahore. For a time, it
seems as though nothing will stand in the way of
Changez’s meteoric rise to personal and
professional success. But in the wake of
September 11, he finds his position in his
adopted city suddenly overturned, and his
budding relationship with Erica eclipsed by the
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reawakened ghosts of her past. And Changez’s
own identity is in seismic shift as well,
unearthing allegiances more fundamental than
money, power, and perhaps even love. Elegant
and compelling, Mohsin Hamid’s second novel is
a devastating exploration of our divided and yet
ultimately indivisible world. “Excuse me, sir, but
may I be of assistance? Ah, I see I have alarmed
you. Do not be frightened by my beard: I am a
lover of America. I noticed that you were looking
for something; more than looking, in fact you
seemed to be on a mission, and since I am both a
native of this city and a speaker of your
language, I thought I might offer you my
services as a bridge.” —from The Reluctant
Fundamentalist
Post-colonial Studies - Gareth Griffiths &
Helen Tiffin Bill Ashcroft 2000
An essential guide to understanding the issues
which characterize post-colonialism. A
comprehensive glossary has extensive crossreferencing, a bibliography of essential writings

and an easy-to-use A-Z format.
An American Brat - Bapsi Sidhwa 2012-11-01
A sheltered Pakistani girl is sent to America by
her parents, with unexpected results:
“Entertaining, often hilarious . . . Not just
another immigrant’s tale.” —Publishers Weekly
Feroza Ginwalla, a pampered, protected sixteenyear-old Pakistani girl, is sent to America by her
parents, who are alarmed by the fundamentalism
overtaking Pakistan—and influencing their
daughter. Hoping that a few months with her
uncle, an MIT grad student, will soften the girl’s
rigid thinking, they get more than they
bargained for: Feroza, enthralled by American
culture and her new freedom, insists on staying.
A bargain is struck, allowing Feroza to attend
college with the understanding that she will
return home and marry well. As a student in a
small western town, Feroza finds her
perceptions of America, her homeland, and
herself beginning to alter. When she falls in love
with a Jewish American, her family is aghast.
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Feroza realizes just how far she has come—and
wonders how much further she can go—in a
delightful, remarkably funny coming-of-age
novel that offers an acute portrayal of America
as seen through the eyes of a perceptive young
immigrant. “Humorous and affecting.” —Library
Journal “Exceptional.” —Los Angeles Times “Her
characters [are] painted so vividly you can
almost hear them bickering.” —The New York
Times
The Location of Culture - Homi K. Bhabha
1994
In Location of Culture, Homi Bhabha sets out the
conceptual imperative and political consistency
of the post-colonial intellectual project. In a
provocative series of essays, Bhabha explains
why the post-colonial critique has altered
forever the landscape of postmodern discourse.
Location of Cultureexamines the displacement of
the colonist's ligitimizing cultural authority; the
margins of Western "civility" put under colonial
stress; the complex cultural and political

boundaries which exist between the spheres of
gender, race, class, and sexuality; the place of
language, psychic affect, and narrative discourse
in the construction of social authority and
cultural identity. Bhabha investigates a diverse
range of texts in a bold attempt to specify the
moment and the place of both colonial and postcolonial perspectives. He discusses writers such
as Toni Morrison, Nadine Gordimer, and Salman
Rushdie; historical documents such as those on
the Indian Mutiny and by missionaries; race riots
and nationhood; and he builds on the work of
important cultural theorists such as Frantz
Fanon and Edward Said.
Myal - Erna Brodber 2014-08-08
Jamaican-born novelist and sociologist Erna
Brodber describes Myal as “an exploration of the
links between the way of life forged by the
people of two points of the black diaspora—the
Afro-Americans and the Afro-Jamaicans.”
Operating on many literary levels—thematically,
linguistically, stylistically—it is the story of
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women’s cultural and spiritual struggle in
colonial Jamaica. The novel opens at the
beginning of the 20th century with a community
gathering to heal the mysterious illness of a
young woman, Ella, who has returned to Jamaica
after an unsuccessful marriage abroad. The AfroJamaican religion myal, which asserts that good
has the power to conquer all, is invoked to heal
Ella, who has been left "zombified” and devoid of
any black soul. Ella, who is light skinned enough
to pass for white, has suffered a breakdown after
her white American husband produced a blackface minstrel show based on the stories of her
village and childhood. This cultural
appropriation is one of a series Ella encountered
in her life, and parallels the ongoing theft of the
labor and culture of colonized peoples for
imperial gain and pleasure. The novel‘s rich,
vivid language and vital characters earned it the
Commonwealth Writers’ Prize for Canada and
the Caribbean. The novel links nicely with
Brodber’s coming-of-age story, Jane & Louisa

Will Soon Come Home, also from Waveland
Press, for its similar images, themes, and
specific Jamaican cultural references to
colonialism, religion, slavery, gender, and
identity. Both novels are Brodber’s way of telling
stories outside of published history to point out
the whitewashing and distortion of black history
through religion and colonialism.
Literary Theory Today - Peter Collier 1992-04-08
This volume assesses the current state of
Literacy Theory and examines the issues to be
addressed by future research. The essays cover
established theoretical perspectives and debates
and also examine the changing face of literacy
studies in the modern world. They include:
Essays on deconstruction; New historicism:
Reception theory; Sociology and literature;
Modernism and post modernism; Marxism and
literature; Feminist literary theory;
Psychoanalytic literary theory, and the relevance
of race and imperialism to the study of
literature. The contributors are distinguished,
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internationally renowned critics, and are widely
recognized as leaders in their fields. They
include Homi Bhabha, Peter Burger, Stephen
Greenblatt, Hans Robert Jauss, Ann Jefferson,
Barbara Johnson, Sarah Kofman, Julia Kristeva,
Michael Riffaterre, Elaine Showalter, Gayatri
Chakravorty Spivak, Robert Weimann and
Albrecht Wellmer. This outstanding volume will
be of great interest to students and academics in
literature and modern languages, linguistics,
philosophy, cultural studies and women's

studies.
Londonstani - Gautam Malkani 2007
Struggling with the cultural and religious
dynamics of modern London, eighteen-year-old
Asian Jas finds himself targeted for his gang
membership, unpromising education, and
attraction to a woman of a different race,
challenges that compromise his survival and
exterior persona of a free-style, up-to-date, bigcity youth. A first novel. Reader's Guide
available. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
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